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Love them or hate them, most of us have an opinion about cars. If not the cars themselves, then it’s driver 
competence and behaviour that can offend us. And then there’s modification: alloy wheels, custom audio 
systems and bespoke paint jobs. For some, changing the look, feel and sound of a car says something 
about themselves, but for others, such enhancements signify a lack of taste, or even criminality
In subtle and complex ways, cars transmit and modify our identities behind the wheel. As a symbol of 
independence and freedom, the car projects status, class, taste and, significantly, embeds racialisation. 
Using fascinating research from drivers, including first-person accounts as well as exploring hip-hop music 
and car-related TV shows, Alam unpicks the ways in which identity is rehearsed, enhanced, interpreted.

Race, Taste, Class and Cars

By Yunis Alam

NEW IN THE SERIES

Accessible, social and political commentary from Policy Press and British Sociological Association. 

21st Century Standpoints series showcases lively, disruptive, progressive writers – established and emerging 
– who reach beyond the academy. Cosmopolitan in vision and scope, included works are based on striking 
ideas and robust evidence, providing a powerful platform for both scholarly and public debate. Bringing 
pressing public issues to the general reader, scholars and students these books offer standpoints to shape 
public conversations at this time of social, political, economic and cultural disruption. They move beyond 
simple critique to propose better ways of understanding, and living in, our world. 
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What does money mean? Where does it come from and how does it work? In this highly topical book, 
Mary Mellor, an expert on money, examines money’s social, political and commercial histories to debunk 
longstanding myths such as money being in short supply and needing to come from somewhere. 
Arguing that money’s immense social value means that its creation and circulation should be a matter 
of democratic choice, she sets out a new finance system, based on green and feminist concerns, to bring 
radical change for social good.

Money
Myths, Truths and Alternatives

By Mary Mellor 

What’s wrong with work? shows that how workers are treated has wide implications beyond the lives of 
workers themselves. Recognising gender, race, class and global differences, the book considers the ways 
formal work is often dependent on informal work, especially domestic work and care work. Accessible and 
engaging, it concludes by considering political and ethical questions in what might make work better, 
arguing that there is a collective responsibility to address bad work.

Social class is not simply about wealth, health and life-chances but also about everyday social experience, 
such as being included or excluded. As social inequality grows, snobbery is becoming ever more pertinent. 
This book takes a fresh and engaging look at this key issue, drawing on literature, popular culture and 
autobiography as well as sociology and history. David Morgan explores the complex history and different 
varieties of snobbery as well as its all-pervasive character to reveal why, despite claims about the 
openness of our society, it is still a matter of public concern.
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After the shock decision to leave the EU in
2016, what can we learn about our divided
and unequal society and the need to listen
to each other? This engaging and accessible
book addresses the causes and implications of
Brexit. Seidler argues that we need new political
imaginations across class, race, religion, gender
and sexuality to engage in issues about the
scale and acceleration of urban change and the
time people need to adjust to new realities.

Making Sense of Brexit
Democracy, Europe and 
Uncertain Futures 
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In this book, Diane Reay, herself working class
turned Cambridge professor, brings Brian
Jackson and Dennis Marsden’s pioneering
Education and the Working Class from 1962 up to
date for the 21st century. The book addresses the
urgent question of why the working classes are
still faring so much worse than the upper and
middle classes in education, and vitally – what
we can do to achieve a fairer system.

Miseducation
Inequality, Education and 
the Working Classes 
By Diane Reay


